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Resolution 1.0 (2018) 
 

Adopted by the Security Council at its 2nd meeting, on 

11 December 2018 

 

Subject: ”The Question of Peace and Security in Syria” 

Sponsors: United States of America, United Kingdom, France 

Signatories: Spain, New Zeland, Angola, The Russian Federation, People's Republic of 

China 

The Security Council, 

 

Recognizing that the conflict in Syria needs to stop before further generating 

instability in the Middle East and  on a global level, 

Understanding that all peace agreements recquire a strong implemetation 

apparatus, which will prevent the possibility from any form of anarchy and continued 

warfare, 

Expresses its appreciation to the countries who have sent humanitarian aid so 

far,   

Alarmed by the number of civilians killed as a consequnce of the war operations 

or targeted attacks, 

Understanding that there are more sides involved in the conflict, 

Condeming the violence, use of all types of weapons, and torture against the 

civilians, 

Supports the creation of a peace agreement and/or ceasefire which would enable 

dialogue between the belligerents, 

Acting under Chapter VI of the Sarajevo Model UN Rules of Procedure, 



1. Calls for a nationwide ceasefire in Syria for 30 days, effective on 11 

December 2018; 

2. Suggests the establishment of the UN Peacekeeping Forces in areas 

affected by the war, which would be put into effect after an official peace agreement 

and/or ceasefire; 

3. Appeals to all Member States to provide humanitarian and financial aid to 

the people of Syria; 

4. Prevent and suppress terrorist acts committed specifically by ISIL, Al 

Nusra Front (ANF), and all other individuals, groups, undertakings, and entities 

associated with AL Qa'ida or ISIL, and other terrorist groups, as designated by the 

Security Council, and to eradicate the safe haven they have established over significant 

parts of Syria; 

5. Further reminds that justice needs to be served, therefore calling for the 

involvement of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) which would prosecute war 

criminals and prevent them from gaining political power; 

6. Stresses that the conflict must end, for it is causing death and suffering as 

each day goes by; 

7. Calls upon the United Nations to limit resources and the use of chemical 

weapons through an emabrago on all sides; 

8. Encourages the strengthening of the legislative role of parliament as 

opposed to the constitutional functions of the president; 

9. Further recommends carrying out the process of decentralization of state 

power on the basis of the principles of national-ethnic federalism; 

10. Decides to remain actively seized on the matter. 

_________________ 

 


